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INTRODUCTION

Key-Value Stores and LSM-Trees. A key-value store is a database that efficiently maps from search keys to their corresponding data values. Key-value stores are used everywhere today from
graph processing in social media [8, 17] to event log processing in
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log
Mainstream designs strike suboptimal trade-offs
point lookup & space costs

We show that all mainstream LSM-tree based key-value stores in the
literature and in industry suboptimally trade between the I/O cost of
updates on one hand and the I/O cost of lookups and storage space
on the other. The reason is that they perform equally expensive
merge operations across all levels of LSM-tree to bound the number
of runs that a lookup has to probe and to remove obsolete entries
to reclaim storage space. With state-of-the-art designs, however,
merge operations from all levels of LSM-tree but the largest (i.e.,
most merge operations) reduce point lookup cost, long range lookup
cost, and storage space by a negligible amount while significantly
adding to the amortized cost of updates.
To address this problem, we introduce Lazy Leveling, a new design that removes merge operations from all levels of LSM-tree but
the largest. Lazy Leveling improves the worst-case complexity of
update cost while maintaining the same bounds on point lookup
cost, long range lookup cost, and storage space. We further introduce Fluid LSM-tree, a generalization of the entire LSM-tree design
space that can be parameterized to assume any existing design.
Relative to Lazy Leveling, Fluid LSM-tree can optimize more for
updates by merging less at the largest level, or it can optimize more
for short range lookups by merging more at all other levels.
We put everything together to design Dostoevsky, a key-value
store that adaptively removes superfluous merging by navigating
the Fluid LSM-tree design space based on the application workload
and hardware. We implemented Dostoevsky on top of RocksDB,
and we show that it strictly dominates state-of-the-art designs in
terms of performance and storage space.
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Figure 1: Dostoevsky enables richer space-time trade-offs
among updates, point lookups, range lookups and spaceamplification, and it navigates the design space to find the
best trade-off for a particular application.
cyber security [18] to online transaction processing [27]. To persist key-value entries in storage, most key-value stores today use
LSM-tree [41]. LSM-tree buffers inserted/updated entries in main
memory and flushes the buffer as a sorted run to secondary storage
every time that it fills up. LSM-tree later sort-merges these runs to
bound the number of runs that a lookup has to probe and to remove
obsolete entries, i.e., for which there exists a more recent entry
with the same key. LSM-tree organizes runs into levels of exponentially increasing capacities whereby larger levels contain older
runs. As entries are updated out-of-place, a point lookup finds the
most recent version of an entry by probing the levels from smallest
to largest and terminating when it finds the target key. A range
lookup, on the other hand, has to access the relevant key range
from across all runs at all levels and to eliminate obsolete entries
from the result set. To speed up lookups on individual runs, modern
designs maintain two additional structures in main memory. First,
for every run there is a set of fence pointers that contain the first
key of every block of the run; this allows lookups to access a particular key within a run with just one I/O. Second, for every run there
exists a Bloom filter; this allows point lookups to skip runs that do
not contain the target key. This overall design is adopted in a large
number of modern key-value stores including LevelDB [32] and
BigTable [19] at Google, RocksDB [28] at Facebook, Cassandra [34],
HBase [7] and Accumulo [5] at Apache, Voldemort [38] at LinkedIn,
Dynamo [26] at Amazon, WiredTiger [52] at MongoDB, and bLSM
[48] and cLSM [31] at Yahoo. Relational databases today such as
MySQL (using MyRocks [29]) and SQLite4 support this design too
as a storage engine by mapping primary keys to rows as values.
The Problem. The frequency of merge operations in LSM-tree controls an intrinsic trade-off between the I/O cost of updates on one
hand and the I/O cost of lookups and storage space-amplification

(i.e., caused by the presence of obsolete entries) on the other. The
problem is that existing designs trade suboptimally among these
metrics. Figure 1 conceptually depicts this by plotting point lookup
cost and space-amplification on the y-axis against update cost on
the x-axis (while these y-axis metrics have different units, their
trade-off curves with respect to the x-axis have the same shape).
The two points at the edges of the curves are a log and a sorted
array. LSM-tree degenerates into these edge points when it does
not merge at all or when it merges as much as possible, respectively.
We place mainstream systems along the top curve between these
edge points based on their default merge frequencies, and we draw
a superior trade-off curve for Monkey [22], which represents the
current state of the art. We show that there exists an even superior trade-off curve to Monkey. Existing designs forgo a significant
amount of performance and/or storage space for not being designed
along this bottom curve.
The Problem’s Source. By analyzing the design space of stateof-the-art LSM-trees, we pinpoint the problem to the fact that the
worst-case update cost, point lookup cost, range lookup cost, and
space-amplification derive differently from across different levels.
• Updates. The I/O cost of an update is paid later through
the merge operations that the updated entry participates in.
While merge operations at larger levels entail exponentially
more work, they take place exponentially less frequently.
Therefore, updates derive their I/O cost equally from merge
operations across all levels.
• Point lookups. While mainstream designs along the top
curve in Figure 1 set the same false positive rate to Bloom
filters across all levels of LSM-tree, Monkey, the current
state of the art, sets exponentially lower false positive rates to
Bloom filters at smaller levels [22]. This is shown to minimize
the sum of false positive rates across all filters and to thereby
minimize I/O for point lookups. At the same time, this means
that access to smaller levels is exponentially less probable.
Therefore, most point lookup I/Os target the largest level.
• Long range lookups1 . As levels in LSM-tree have exponentially increasing capacities, the largest level contains most
of the data, and so it tends to contain most of the entries
within a given key-range. Therefore, most I/Os issued by
long range lookups target the largest level.
• Short range lookups. Range lookups with extremely small
key ranges only access approximately one block within each
run regardless of the run’s size. As the maximum number of
runs per level is fixed in state-of-the-art designs, short range
lookups derive their I/O cost equally from across all levels.
• Space-Amplification. The worst-case space-amplification
occurs when all entries at smaller levels are updates to entries
at the largest level. Therefore, the highest fraction of obsolete
entries in the worst-case is at the largest level.
Since the worst-case point lookup cost, long range lookup cost
and space-amplification derive mostly from the largest level, merge
operations at all levels of LSM-tree but the largest (i.e., most merge
operations) hardly improve on these metrics while significantly
adding to the amortized cost of updates. This leads to suboptimal
trade-offs. We solve this problem from the ground up in three steps.
1 In

Section 3, we distinguish formally between short and long range lookups.

Solution 1: Lazy Leveling to Remove Superfluous Merging.
We expand the LSM-tree design space with Lazy Leveling, a new design that removes merging from all but the largest level of LSM-tree.
Lazy Leveling improves the worst-case cost complexity of updates
while maintaining the same bounds on point lookup cost, long
range lookup cost, and space-amplification and while providing a
competitive bound on short range lookup cost. We show that the
improved update cost can be traded to reduce point lookup cost and
space-amplification. This generates the bottom curve in Figure 1,
which offers richer space-time trade-offs that have been impossible
to achieve with state-of-the-art designs until now.
Solution 2: Fluid LSM-Tree for Design Space Fluidity. We introduce Fluid LSM-tree as a generalization of LSM-tree that enables
transitioning fluidly across the whole LSM-tree design space. Fluid
LSM-tree does this by controlling the frequency of merge operations separately for the largest level and for all other levels. Relative
to Lazy Leveling, Fluid LSM-tree can optimize more for updates by
merging less at the largest level, or it can optimize more for short
range lookups by merging more at all other levels.
Solution 3: Dostoevsky to Navigate the Design Space. We put
everything together in Dostoevsky: Space-Time Optimized Evolvable Scalable Key-Value Store. Dostoevsky analytically finds the
tuning of Fluid LSM-tree that maximizes throughput for a particular
application workload and hardware subject to a user constraint
on space-amplification. It does this by pruning the search space
to quickly find the best tuning and physically adapting to it during runtime. Since Dostoevsky spans all existing designs and is
able to navigate to the best one for a given application, it strictly
dominates existing key-value stores in terms of performance and
space-amplification. We depict Dostoevsky in Figure 1 as a black
star that can navigate the entire design space.
Contributions. Our contributions are summarized below.
• We show that state-of-the-art LSM-trees perform equally
expensive merge operations across all levels of LSM-tree, yet
merge operations at all but the largest level (i.e., most merge
operations) improve point lookup cost, long range lookup
cost, and space-amplification by a negligible amount while
adding significantly to the amortized cost of updates.
• We introduce Lazy Leveling to remove merge operations at
all but the largest level. This improves the cost complexity
of updates while maintaining the same bounds on point
lookups, long range lookups, and space-amplification and
while providing a competitive bound on short range lookups.
• We introduce Fluid LSM-tree, a generalization of LSM-tree
that spans all existing designs. Relative to Lazy Leveling,
Fluid LSM-tree can optimize more for updates by merging
less at the largest level, or it can optimize more for short
range lookups by merging more at all other levels.
• We introduce Dostoevsky, a key-value store that dynamically
adapts across the Fluid LSM-tree design space to the design
that maximizes the worst-case throughput based on the application workload and the hardware subject to a constraint
on space-amplification.
• We implemented Dostoevsky on RocksDB and show that it
dominates existing designs for any application scenario.
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Figure 2: An overview of an LSM-tree using the tiering and
leveling merge policies.

2

BACKGROUND

This section gives the necessary background on LSM-tree based
key-value stores. Figure 2 illustrates their architecture and Table 1
gives a list of terms we use throughout the paper.
LSM-Tree Structure. LSM-tree optimizes for write-heavy workloads. This is an important performance goal for systems today
because the proportion of application writes is continuously increasing (e.g., in 2012 Yahoo! reported that the proportion of writes
targeting their web-service was 50% and projected to continue accelerating [48]). To optimize for writes, LSM-tree initially buffers
all updates, insertions, and deletes (henceforth referred to as updates unless otherwise mentioned) in main memory, as shown in
Figure 2. When the buffer fills up, LSM-tree flushes the buffer to
secondary storage as a sorted run. LSM-tree sort-merges runs in
order to (1) bound the number of runs that a lookup has to access
in secondary storage, and to (2) remove obsolete entries to reclaim
space. It organizes runs into L conceptual levels of exponentially
increasing sizes. Level 0 is the buffer in main memory, and runs
belonging to all other levels are in secondary storage.
The balance between the I/O cost of merging and the I/O cost
of lookups and space-amplification can be tuned using two knobs.
The first knob is the size ratio T between the capacities of adjacent
levels; T controls the number of levels of LSM-tree and thus the
overall number of times that an entry gets merged across levels. The
second knob is the merge policy, which controls the number of times
an entry gets merged within a level. All designs today use either
one of two merge policies: tiering or leveling (e.g., Cassandra and
RocksDB use tiering and leveling by default, respectively [28, 34]).
With tiering, we merge runs within a level only when the level
reaches capacity [33]. With leveling, we merge runs within a level
whenever a new run comes in [41]. We compare these policies in
Figure 2 (with a size ratio of 4 and a buffer size of one entry2 ). In
both cases, the merge is triggered by the buffer flushing and causing
Level 1 to reach capacity. With tiering, all runs at Level 1 get merged
2 In

practice, the buffer size is typically set between 2 and 64 MB [28, 32], but we use a
size of one entry in this example for ease of illustration.

Term
N
L
Lmax
B
P
T
Tl im
M
pi
s
R
V
Q
W
K
Z
µ
ϕ

Definition
total number of entries
number of levels
maximum possible number of levels
number of entries that fit into a storage block
size of the buffer in storage blocks
size ratio between adjacent levels
size ratio at which L converges to 1
main memory allocated to the Bloom filters
false positive rate for Bloom filters at Level i
selectivity of a range lookup
zero-result point lookup cost
non-zero-result point lookup cost
range lookup cost
update cost
bound on number of runs at Levels 1 to L − 1
bound on number of runs at Level L
storage sequential over random access speed
storage write over read speed

Unit
entries
levels
levels
entries
blocks

bits
entries
I/Os
I/Os
I/Os
I/Os
runs
runs

Table 1: Table of terms used throughput the paper.

into a new run that gets placed at Level 2. With leveling, the merge
also includes the preexisting run at Level 2. We formally study
this design space in the next section. We discuss further details of
merge mechanics in Appendix D and other log-structured designs
in Appendix E.
Number of Levels. The buffer at Level 0 has a capacity of B · P
entries, where B is the number of entries that fit into a storage
block, and P is the size of the buffer in terms of storage blocks. In
general, Level i has a capacity of B · P · T i entries, and the capacity
at the largest level can be approximated as having N · TT−1 entries.
To derive the number of levels, we divide the capacity at the largest
level by the capacity of the buffer and take log base T of the quotient,
as shown in Equation 1.



L = logT

N
T −1
·
B ·P
T

(1)

We restrict the size ratio to the domain of 2 ≤ T ≤ Tlim , where
N
Tlim is defined as B·P
. As the size ratio increases and approaches
Tlim , the number of levels decreases and approaches 1. Increasing
T beyond Tlim has no structural impact. Furthermore, restricting
T to be 2 or greater ensures that the resulting run from a merge
operation at level i is never large enough to move beyond level
i + 1. In other words, this ensures that runs do not skip
 levels. Thus,
N
the highest possible number of levels Lmax is ⌈log2 B·P
· 12 ⌉ (i.e.,
when the size ratio is set to 2).
Finding Entries. Since entries are updated out-of-place, multiple
versions of an entry with the same key may exist across multiple
levels (and even across runs within a level with tiering). To ensure
that a lookup is always able to find the most recent version of an
entry, LSM-tree takes the following measures. (1) When an entry
is inserted into the buffer and the buffer already contains an entry
with the same key, the newer entry replaces the older one. (2) When
two runs that contain an entry with the same key are merged, only
the entry from the newer run is kept because it is more recent. (3) To
be able to infer the order at which different entries with the same
key across different runs were inserted, a run can only be merged
with the next older or the next younger run. Overall, these rules

ensure that if there are two runs that contain different versions of
the same entry, the younger run contains the newer version.
Point Lookups. A point lookup finds the most recent version of
an entry by traversing the levels from smallest to largest, and runs
within a level from youngest to oldest with tiering. It terminates
when it finds the first entry with a matching key.
Range Lookups. A range lookup has to find the most recent versions of all entries within the target key range. It does this by
sort-merging the relevant key range across all runs at all levels.
While sort-merging, it identifies entries with the same key across
different runs and discards older versions.
Deletes. Deletes are supported by adding a one-bit flag to every
entry. If a lookup finds that the most recent version of an entry has
this flag on, it does not return a value to the application. When a
deleted entry is merged with the oldest run, it is discarded as it has
replaced all entries with the same key that were inserted prior to it.
Fragmented Merging. To smooth out performance slumps due to
long merge operations at larger levels, mainstream designs partition
runs into files (e.g., 2 to 64 MB [28, 32]) called Sorted String Tables
(SSTables), and they merge one SSTable at a time with SSTables with
an overlapping key range at the next older run. This technique does
not affect the worst-case I/O overhead of merging but only how this
overhead gets scheduled across time. For readability throughout
the paper, we discuss merge operations as having the granularity
of runs, though they can also have the granularity of SSTables.
Space-Amplification. The factor by which the presence of obsolete entries amplify storage space is known as space-amplification.
Space-amplification has traditionally not been a major concern for
data structure design due to the affordability of disks. The advent of
SSDs, however, makes space-amplification an important cost concern (e.g., Facebook has recently switched from B-trees to leveled
LSM-trees due to their superior space-amplification properties [27]).
We include space-amplification as a cost metric to give a complete
picture of the designs that we introduce and evaluate.
Fence Pointers. All major LSM-tree based key-value stores index
the first key of every block of every run in main memory. We call
these fence pointers (see Figure 2). Formally, the fence pointers
take up O (N /B) space in main memory, and they enable a lookup
to find the relevant key-range at every run with one I/O.
Bloom Filters. To speed up point lookups, which are common in
practice [16, 48], each run has a Bloom filter [14] in main memory,
as shown in Figure 2. A Bloom filter is a space-efficient probabilistic
data structure used to answer set membership queries. It cannot
return a false negative, though it returns a false positive with a
tunable false positive rate (FPR). The FPR depends on the ratio
between the number of bits allocated to the filter and the number
of entries in the set according to the following expression3 [50]:
F PR = e −(bit s /ent r ies ) ·ln(2)

2

(2)

A point lookup probes a Bloom filter before accessing the corresponding run in storage. If the filter returns a true positive, the
lookup accesses the run with one I/O (i.e., using the fence pointers), finds the matching entry, and terminates. If the filter returns a
3 Equation 2 assumes that the Bloom filter is using the optimal number of hash functions
bi t s
e nt r i e s · ln(2)

to minimize the false positive rate.

negative, the lookup skips the run thereby saving one I/O. Otherwise, we have a false positive, meaning the lookup wastes one I/O
by accessing the run, not finding a matching entry, and having to
continue searching for the target key in the next run.
Bloom filter has a useful property that if it is partitioned into
smaller equally-sized Bloom filters with an equal division of entries
among them, the FPR of each one of the new partitioned Bloom
filters is asymptotically the same as the FPR of the original filter
(though slightly higher in practice) [50]. For ease of discussion, we
refer to Bloom filters as being non-partitioned, though they can also
be partitioned (e.g., per every block of every run) as some designs
in industry to enable greater flexibility for space management (e.g.,
Bloom filters for blocks that are not frequently read by point lookups
can be offloaded to storage to save memory) [32].
Applicability Beyond Key-Value Stores. In accordance with designs in industry, our discussion assumes that a key is stored adjacently to its value within a run [28, 32]. For readability, all figures in
this paper depict entries as keys, but they represent key-value pairs.
Our work also applies to applications where there are no values
(i.e., the LSM-tree is used to answer set-membership queries on
keys), where the values are pointers to data objects stored outside
of LSM-tree [39], or where LSM-tree is used as a building block for
solving a more complex algorithmic problem (e.g., graph analytics
[17], flash translation layer design [23], etc.). We restrict the scope
of analysis to the basic operations and size of LSM-tree so that it
can easily be applied to each of these other cases.

3

DESIGN SPACE AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS

We now analyze how the worse-case space-amplification and I/O
costs of updates and lookups derive from across different levels
with respect to the merge policy and size ratio. To analyze updates
and lookups, we use the disk access model [1] to count the number
of I/Os per operation, where an I/O is a block read or written from
secondary storage. The results are summarized in Figures 3 and 4.
Analyzing Updates. The I/O cost of updating an entry is paid
through the subsequent merge operations that the updated entry participates in. Our analysis assumes a worst-case workload
whereby all updates target entries at the largest level. This means
that an obsolete entry does not get removed until its corresponding
updated entry has reached the largest level. As a result, every entry
gets merged across all levels (i.e., rather than getting discarded at
some smaller level by a more recent entry and thereby reducing
overhead for later merge operations).
With tiering, an entry gets merged O (1) time per level across
O (L) levels. We divide this by the block size B since every I/O during
a merge operation copies B entries from the original runs to the
new run. Thus, the amortized I/O cost for one update is O ( BL ) I/O.
With leveling, the j th run that arrives at Level i triggers a merge
operation involving the existing run at Level i, which is the merged
product of the previous T − j runs that arrived since the last time
Level i was empty. Overall, an entry gets merged on average T2 , or
O (T ), times per level before that level reaches capacity, and across
O (L) levels for a total of O (T · L) merge operations. As with tiering,
we divide this by the block size B to get the amortized I/O cost for
one update: O ( LB·T ) I/O.
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Figure 3: In the worst-case, updates and short range lookups derive their I/O cost equally from access to all levels, whereas
point lookups and long range lookups derive their I/O cost mostly from access to the largest level.
We now take a closer look at how update cost derives from across
different levels. With tiering, Level i fills up every B · P · T i application updates, and the resulting merge operation copies B · P · T i
entries. With leveling, a merge operation takes place at Level i every
B · P ·T i−1 updates (i.e., every time that a new run comes in), and it
i
copies on average B ·P2·T entries. By dividing the number of copied
entries by the frequency of a merge operation at Level i for either
leveling or tiering, we observe that in the long run the amount of
work done by merge operations at every level is the same, as shown
with the cost breakdown in Figure 3 (A). The intuition is that while
merge operations at larger levels do exponentially more work, they
are also exponentially less frequent.
Analyzing Point Lookups. To analyze the worst-case point lookup
cost, we focus on zero-result point lookups (i.e., to non-existing
keys) because they maximize the long-run average of wasted I/Os
(i.e., to runs that do not contain a target key). Zero-result point
lookups are common in practice (e.g., in insert-if-not-exist operations) [16, 48], and we extend their analysis to point lookups that
target existing entries in the next section.
The I/O cost for a zero-result point lookup is highest when every
Bloom filter returns a false positive. In this case, a point lookup
issues one I/O to every run, amounting to O (L) wasted I/Os with
leveling and O (T · L) wasted I/Os with tiering. In practice, however,
the Bloom filters eliminate most I/Os to runs that do not contain
the target key; key-value stores in industry use 10 bits per entry
for every Bloom filters leading to a false positive rate (FPR) of
≈ 1% for each filter [28, 32, 34]. For this reason, we focus on the
expected worst-case point lookup cost, which estimates the number
of I/Os issued by point lookups as a long-run average with respect
to the Bloom filters’ FPRs. We estimate this cost as the sum of
FPRs across all the Bloom filters. The reason is that the I/O cost of
probing an individual run is an independent random variable with
an expected value equal to the corresponding Bloom filter’s FPR,
and the expected sum of multiple independent random variables is
equal to the sum of their individual expected values [44].
In key-value stores in industry, the number of bits per entry
for Bloom filters across all levels is the same [7, 28, 32, 34, 48].
Therefore, the Bloom filter(s) at the largest level are larger than the
filters at all smaller levels combined, as they represent exponentially
more entries. Thus, the FPR p L at the largest level is upper bounded
using Equation 2 to O (e −M /N ), where M is the memory budget for
all filters and N is the number of entries in the system. Since all
other FPRs are the same as p L , the expected point lookup cost is the

product of p L and the number of runs in the system: O (e −M /N · L)
I/Os with leveling and O (e −M /N · L · T ) I/Os with tiering.
The most recent paper on this issue named Monkey [22] shows
that setting the same number of bits per entry for filters across
all levels does not minimize the expected number of wasted I/Os.
Instead, Monkey reallocates ≈ 1 bit per entry from the filter(s) at the
largest level, and it uses these bits to set the number of bits per entry
across smaller levels as an increasing arithmetic progression: Level i
gets a + b · (L − i) bits per entry, where a and b are small constants.
This causes a small, asymptotically constant increase to the FPR
at the largest level and an exponential decrease to the FPRs across
smaller levels, as they contain exponentially less entries. Since the
FPRs are exponentially decreasing for smaller levels, the sum of
FPRs converges to a multiplicative constant that is independent
of the number of levels. As a result, Monkey shaves a factor of L
from the complexity of point lookups leading to O (e −M /N ) I/Os
with leveling and O (e −M /N · T ) I/Os with tiering, as we illustrate
in Figure 3 (B). It is always beneficial to use Monkey, for zero and
non-zero result point lookups alike and with any kind of skew [22].
Overall, we observe that point lookup cost using Monkey derives
mostly from the largest level, as smaller levels have exponentially
lower FPRs and so access to them is exponentially less probable.
As we will see at the end of this section, this opens up avenues for
further optimization.
Analyzing Space-Amplification. We define space-amplification
as the factor amp by which the overall number of entries N is
N − 1.
greater than the number of unique entries unq: amp = unq
To analyze the worst-case space-amplification, we observe that
levels 1 to L − 1 of LSM-tree comprise a fraction of T1 of its capacity
whereas level L comprises the remaining fraction of TT−1 of its
capacity. With leveling, the worst-case space-amplification occurs
when entries at Levels 1 to L − 1 are all updates to different entries
at Level L thereby rendering at most a fraction of T1 entries at level
L obsolete4 . Space-amplification is therefore O ( T1 ), as shown in
Figure 4 (A). For example, in production environments using SSDs
at Facebook, RocksDB uses leveling and a size ratio of 10 to bound
space-amplification to ≈ 10% [27]. With tiering, the worst-case
occurs when entries at Levels 1 to L − 1 are all updates to different
4 In

fact, if the largest level is not filled to capacity, space-amplification may be higher
than T1 , but it is straightforward to dynamically enforce the size ratio across levels
to T during runtime by adjusting the capacities at levels 1 to L − 1 to guarantee the
upper bound of O ( T1 ) as in RocksDB [27].
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Figure 5: How far down is it possible to push the curve of
possible space-time trade-offs?

entries at Level L, and where every run at Level L contains the
same set of entries. In this case, Level L entirely consists of obsolete
entries, and so space-amplification is O (T ) as level L is larger by a
factor of T − 1 than all other levels combined. Overall, space-amplification with both leveling and tiering in the worst case derives
mostly from the presence of obsolete entries at the largest level.
Analyzing Range Lookups. We denote the selectivity of a range
lookup s as the number of unique entries across all runs that fall
within the target key range. A range lookup scans and sort-merges
the target key range across all runs, and it eliminates obsolete
entries from the result set. For analysis, we consider a range lookup
to be long if the number of blocks accessed is at least twice as large
as the maximum possible number of levels: Bs > 2 · Lmax . Under
uniformly randomly distributed updates, this condition implies
with a high probability that most entries within a target key range
are at the largest level. For all practical purposes, we generalize the
treatment of long and short range lookups in Section 4.2.
A short range lookup issues approximately one I/O to every
run amounting to O (T · L) I/Os with tiering and O (L) I/Os with
leveling, as shown in Figure 3 (C). For a long range lookup, the size
of the result set before eliminating obsolete entries is on average
the product of its selectivity and space-amplification. We divide this
product by the block size to get the I/O cost: O ( TB·s ) with tiering
and O ( Bs ) with leveling, as shown in Figure 3 (D).
A key distinction is that a short range lookup derives its cost
approximately equally from across all levels, whereas a long range
lookup derives most of its cost from access to the largest level.
Mapping the Design Space to the Trade-Off Space. There is an
intrinsic trade-off between update cost on one hand and the costs
of lookups and space-amplification on the other. We illustrate this
trade-off in conceptual Figure 5, whereon the solid line plots the
different costs of lookups and space-amplification on the y-axis
against update cost on the x-axis for both leveling and tiering as
we vary the size ratio, all based on the properties in Figures 3 and 4.
When the size ratio is set to its limiting value of Tl im (meaning there
is only one level in storage), a tiered LSM-tree degenerates into
a log whereas a leveled LSM-tree degenerates into a sorted array.
When the size ratio is set to its lower limit of 2, the performance
characteristics for leveling and tiering converge as their behaviors
become identical: the number of levels is the same and a merge
operation is triggered at every level when the second run comes in.
In general, as the size ratio increases with leveling/tiering, lookup
cost and space-amplification decrease/increase and update cost
increases/decreases. Thus, the trade-off space is partitioned: leveling
has strictly better lookup costs and space-amplification and strictly
worse update cost than tiering.

The Holy Grail. The solid line in Figure 5 reflects the properties
of Monkey, the current state of the art. Figure 5 also shows a dotted
line labeled the elusive optimal. The question guiding our research
is whether other designs are possible with space-time trade-offs
that more closely approach or even reach the elusive optimal.
The Opportunity: Removing Superfluous Merging. We have
identified an asymmetry: point lookup cost, long range lookup cost,
and space-amplification derive mostly from the largest level, while
update cost derives equally from across all levels. This means that
merge operations at smaller levels significantly amplify update
cost while yielding a comparatively insignificant benefit for spaceamplification, point lookups, and long range lookups. There is
therefore an opportunity of a merge policy that merges less at
smaller levels.

4

LAZY LEVELING, FLUID LSM-TREE,
AND DOSTOEVSKY

We now present Lazy Leveling, Fluid LSM-Tree, and Dostoevsky to
fluidly and dynamically adapt across an expanded LSM-tree design
space with richer performance and space trade-offs.

4.1

Lazy Leveling

Lazy Leveling is a merge policy that eliminates merging at all but
the largest level of LSM-tree. The motivation is that merging at
these smaller levels significantly increases update cost while yielding a comparatively insignificant improvement for point lookups,
long range lookups, and space-amplification. Relative to leveling,
we show that Lazy Leveling (1) improves the cost complexity of
updates, (2) maintains the same complexity for point lookups, long
range lookups, and space-amplification, and (3) provides competitive performance for short range lookups. We summarize the structure and performance characteristics of Lazy Leveling in Figure 6,
and we discuss this figure in detail in the rest of the section.
Basic Structure. The top part of Figure 6 illustrates the structure of
Lazy Leveling and compares it to tiering and leveling. Lazy leveling
at its core is a hybrid of leveling and tiering: it applies leveling
at the largest level and tiering at all other levels. As a result, the
number of runs at the largest level is 1 and the number of runs at
all other levels is at most T − 1 (i.e., a merge operation takes place
when the T th run arrives).
Bloom Filters Allocation. Next, we show how to keep the cost
complexity of point lookups fixed despite having more runs to
probe at smaller levels. We do this by optimizing the memory budget
among the Bloom filters across different levels. We start by modeling
point lookup cost and the filters’ overall main memory footprint
with respect to the FPRs.
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Figure 6: A cost breakdown of updates, lookups, and space-amplification with different merge policies. Lazy Leveling achieves
the same space-amplification, point lookup cost, and long range lookup cost as leveling while improving update cost and
providing a slightly worse yet competitive short range lookup cost .
The worst-case expected number of wasted I/Os per lookup is
issued by a zero-result point lookup and is equal to the sum of false
positive rates across every run’s Bloom filters. We model this cost
for Lazy Leveling in Equation 3. The additive term p L corresponds
to the FPR for the single run at Level L, and the other term sums
up the products of FPRs and number of runs at Levels 1 to L − 1.
R = p L + (T − 1) ·

L−1
X

pi where 0 < pi < 1

(3)

i =1

Next, we model the memory footprint Mi for the Bloom filters
at Level i with respect to the number of entries Ni and the FPR pi
at that level. We do this by rearranging Equation 2 in terms of bits
and applying it to each level. Since the filters at any given level all
have the same FPR, we can directly apply this equation regardless
i)
of the numbers of runs at a level. The result is Mi = −Ni · ln(p
.
ln(2) 2
Next, we express Ni more generally as the product of the capacity
at the largest level N · TT−1 and a discounting factor to adjust for
1
the capacity at Level i: T L−i
. We then sum up the memory footprint
across all levels to get the overall memory footprint M. The result
is Equation 4.
M =−

L
N
T − 1 X ln(pi )
·
·
2
T
ln(2)
T L−i
i =1

(4)

We now optimize Equations 3 and 4 with respect to each other
to find the FPRs that minimize point lookup cost R with respect
to a given memory budget M. To do so, we use the method of
Lagrange multipliers. The full derivation is in Appendix A. The
result is Equation 5.


R ·
pi = 


R ·

T −1
T ,
1

T L−i +1

for i = L
,

for 1 ≤ i < L

(5)

Zero-Result Point Lookups. Next, we analyze the cost of zeroresult point lookups R with Lazy Leveling. We plug the optimal FPRs
from Equation 5 into Equation 4, simplify into closed-form, and

rearrange in terms of R. The complete derivation is in Appendix B.
The result is Equation 6.
T

M ·ln(2) 2

R = e− N

·

T T −1
(T − 1)

(6)

T −1
T

This equation allows to quickly find the optimal FPRs with respect
to a given memory budget M by plugging in the corresponding
value of R from Equation 6 into Equation 5.
To analyze the complexity of zero-result point lookups, we observe that the multiplicative term at the right-hand side of Equation 6 is a small constant for any value of T . Therefore, the cost
complexity is O (e −M /N ), the same as with leveling despite having
eliminated most merge operations.
Memory Requirement. As the number of entries N grows relative to the memory budget M, the FPRs increase and eventually
converge to one (starting from larger to smaller levels because the
FPR at larger levels is higher). We identify the ratio of bits per
entry M/N at which point the FPR at Level L converges to one by
plugging in one for p L in Equation 5, plugging the corresponding
value of R into Equation 6, and rearranging in terms of M
N.
threshold for

M
1
ln(T ) ln(T − 1)
=
·
+
N
T −1
T
ln(2) 2

!
(7)

Equation 7 has global maximum of M/N = 1.62 bits per entry
(which occurs when T is set to 3). For mainstream key-value stores
used for server applications, the default ratio is an order of magnitude larger, typically 10 [28, 32, 48] or 16 [52], and so the FPRs are
all lower than one. For systems with less than 1.62 bits per entry
(e.g., mobile devices or sensors), we adapt Lazy Leveling and its
analysis in Appendix C by merging more at larger levels.
Point Lookups for Existing Entries. The worst-case point lookup
cost to an existing entry occurs when the target key is at Level L.
The expected I/O cost comprises one I/O to Level L plus the sum of
FPRs across all other levels (i.e., R − p L ) and is given in Equation 8.
The cost complexity is O (1) I/Os because the term R − p L is always
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Figure 7: Lazy Leveling offers better trade-offs between updates and point lookups (Part A), worse trade-offs between updates
and short range lookups (Part B), and the same trade-offs between updates and long range lookups (Part C).
less than 1 as long as the memory requirement in Equation 7 holds.
V = 1 + R − pL

(8)

Range Lookups. A short range lookup issues at most O (T ) I/Os
to each of the first L − 1 levels and one I/O to the largest level, and
so the cost complexity is O (1 + (L − 1) · T ) I/Os. Note that this
expression initially increases as T increases, but as T approaches
its limiting value of Tl im this term converges to 1 as the additive
term (L − 1) · T on the right-hand size becomes zero (i.e., at this
point Lazy Leveling degenerates into a sorted array).
A long range lookup is dominated by sequential access to Level L
because it contains exponentially more entries than all other levels.
The cost is O ( Bs ) I/Os, where s is the size of the target key range
relative to the size of the existing key space. This is the same as
with leveling despite having eliminated most merge operations.
Updates. An updated entry with Lazy Leveling participates in O (1)
merge operations per level across Levels 1 to L−1 and in O (T ) merge
operations at Level L. The overall number of merge operations per
entry is therefore O (L + T ), and we divide it by the block size B to
get the cost for a single update: O ( L+T
B ). This is an improvement
over the worst-case cost with leveling.
Space-Amplification. In the worst case, every entry at Levels 1 to
L − 1 is an update to an existing entry at Level L. Since the fraction
of entries at Levels 1 to L − 1 is T1 of the overall number of entries,
space-amplification is at most O ( T1 ). This is the same bound as with
leveling despite having eliminated most merge operations.
Limits. Figure 7 compares the behaviors of the different merge
policies as we vary the size ratio T for each policy from 2 to its
limit of Tl im (i.e., at which point the number of levels drops to
one). Firstly, we observe that these policies converge in terms of
performance characteristics when the size ratio T is set to 2 because
at this point their behaviors become identical: the number of levels
is the same and a merge operation occurs at every level when the
second run arrives. Secondly, Part (A) of Figure 7 shows that the
improvement that Lazy Leveling achieves for update cost relative
to leveling can be traded for point lookup cost by increasing the
size ratio. This generates a new trade-off curve between update
cost and point lookup cost that dominates leveling, and converges
with it again as T approaches Tl im (i.e., at which point both merge
policies degenerate into a sorted array). Parts (B) shows that the

cost of small range lookups is competitive, and part (C) shows that
this cost difference becomes negligible as the target range grows.
Lesson: No Single Merge Policy Rules. Our analysis in figure
Figure 7 shows that no single design dominates the others universally. Lazy leveling is best for combined workloads consisting of
updates, point lookups and long range lookups, whereas tiering
and leveling are best for workloads comprising mostly updates
or mostly lookups, respectively. In the rest of the paper, we take
steps towards a unified system that adapts across these designs
depending on the application scenario.

4.2

Fluid LSM-Tree

To be able to strike all possible trade-offs for different workloads,
we next introduce Fluid LSM-tree, a generalization of LSM-tree that
enables switching and combining merge policies. It does this by
controlling the frequency of merge operations separately for the
largest level and for all other levels.
Basic Structure. Figure 8 illustrates the basic structure of Fluid
LSM-tree. There are at most Z runs at the largest level and at most K
runs at each of the smaller levels. To maintain these bounds, every
Level i has an active run into which we merge incoming runs from
Level i − 1. Each active run has a size threshold with respect to the
capacity of its level: TK percent for Levels 1 to L − 1 and TZ percent
for Level L. When an active run reaches this threshold, we start a
new active run at that level. Ultimately when a level is at capacity,
all runs in it get merged and flushed down to the next level.
Parameterization. The bounds K and Z are used as tuning parameters that enable Fluid LSM-tree to assume the behaviors of
different merge policies.
• K = 1 and Z = 1 give leveling.
• K = T − 1 and Z = T − 1 give tiering.
• K = T − 1 and Z = 1 give Lazy Leveling.
Fluid LSM-tree can transition from Lazy Leveling to tiering by
merging less frequently at the largest level by increasing Z , or it
can transition to leveling by merging more frequently at all other
levels by decreasing K. Fluid LSM-tree spans all possible trade-offs
along and between the curves in Figure 7.
Bloom Filters Allocation. Next, we derive the optimal FPRs that
minimize point lookup cost with respect to the parameters K and
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Z . The derivation is in Appendix A and the result is Equation 9.
R T −1

for i = L

Z · T ,
pi = 
(9)

 R · T −1 · 1 ,
for
1
≤
i
<
L
L−i
K T
T
Equation 9 generalizes the optimal Bloom filters allocation strategy
in Monkey [22] across a significantly wider design space, which
now, in addition to tiering and leveling, also includes Lazy Leveling
as well as custom merge policies with any parameter values for K
and Z . Next, we model and map the new space-time trade-offs that
this expanded design space offers.
Zero-Result Point Lookups. We model the cost of zero-result
point lookups by plugging the generalized optimal FPRs in Equation 9 into Equation 4, simplifying into closed-form, and rearranging
in terms of R. The derivation is in Appendix B, experimental validation is in Appendix I, and the result is Equation 10. The generalized
complexity is O (Z · e −M /N ) I/Os.
T

M ·ln(2) 2

·Z

T −1
T

1

·KT ·

Q = K · (L − 1) + Z +

= 𝐎(Z+(L-1)&K)

Figure 8: A cost breakdown of updates, lookups, and spaceamplification with Fluid LSM-tree.

R = e− N

the relevant key range at each run issuing at least Bs sequential I/Os,
where s is the number of unique entries in the target key range.
To account for obsolete entries, the number of sequential I/Os is
amplified by a factor of 1 + T1 for updated entries at Levels 1 to L − 1
and Z for updated entries at Level L, which we model together as
Z + T1 . The sequential scan cost is therefore at most Bs · (Z + T1 ) I/Os
with a complexity of O ( s B·Z ) I/Os. The generalized range lookup
cost is given in Equation 11 as the sum of costs for short and long
range lookups weighted by the constant µ, the amount of which
sequential access is faster than random access on a given storage
devices (e.g., disk).

T T −1
T −1

(10)

Point Lookups for Existing Entries. The worst-case lookup cost
to an existing key occurs when the target key is at the oldest run
at the largest level. The expected I/O cost is one I/O to this target
run plus the sum of FPRs across all other runs. We use Equation
8 to model this, and we plug in Equation 10 for R and Equation 9
for p L . The generalized complexity is O (1 + Z · e −M /N ).
Memory Requirement. In Appendix C, we derive the memory
requirement M/N that guarantees that FPRs across all Levels are
lower than one. The generalized result is 1.62 bits per entry as in the
last subsection, which is well below the default ratio in mainstream
systems. In Appendix C, we show how to adapt Fluid LSM-tree to
extremely low-memory environments.
Range Lookups. A short range lookup issues at most K I/Os per
level to the smaller L−1 Levels and at most Z I/Os to the largest level
for a total of Z +K ·(L−1) random I/Os and a cost complexity of O (Z +
K · (L − 1)). A long range lookup continues with a sequential scan to

1 s 
1
·
· Z+
µ B
T

(11)

Updates. In the worst case, an entry participates in O ( TK ) merge
operations within an active run across each of Levels 1 to L − 1,
and in O ( TZ ) merge operations within the active run at Level L.
The overall update cost is thesumof theseterms across all levels
divided by the block size: O TB · KL + Z1 . We model this cost
more precisely using arithmetic series to obtain Equation 12, which
we validate in Appendix I. We divide by the constant µ since the cost
of updates is incurred through sequential merge operations, and
we introduce an additional constant ϕ to account for the property
of some storage devices that writes are more expensive than reads
(e.g., flash).
W =

T − 1
ϕ
T −1
·
· (L − 1) +
µ ·B
K +1
Z +1

(12)

Space-Amplification. Levels 1 to L − 1 contain a fraction of T1 of
the dataset, and so they may render up to this fraction of entries
obsolete at the largest level. In Level L, at most Z − 1 of the runs
may be completely filled with obsolete entries. We model spaceamplification as the sum of these terms in Equation 13.
amp = Z − 1 +

1
T

(13)

Mapping the Design Space. Figure 9 is an instance of conceptual
Figure 7 that uses our cost models to map the different trade-offs
with Fluid LSM-tree. We generate Part (A) of Figure 9 by plotting
point lookup cost R in Equation 10 against update cost W in Equation 12. We generate Parts (B) and (C) for short and long range
lookups by plotting Q in Equation 11 against update cost W in
Equation 12 for selectivities s of 10−7 and 10−6 , respectively. We
leave an evaluation of space-amplification for the experimental
analysis. The configuration is fixed to a 1TB dataset with 128 byte
entries, 4KB storage blocks, and overall 10 bits per entry across the
filters5 . We generate the curves for leveling, tiering, and Lazy Leveling by using their corresponding fixed values for the parameters K
and Z , and varying the size ratio T . The circle indicates the convergence point of all three merge policies where the size ratio T is set
to two. The squares indicate a size ratio of ten, which most mainstream key-value stores use by default in practice [28, 32], to enable
comparison of corresponding points across the three sub-figures.
The figure also illustrates two transition curves labeled Trans1 and
Trans2, which demonstrate how Fluid LSM-tree transitions fluidly
across designs thereby achieving trade-offs that would not have
been possible using a fixed merge policy.
5 We

set N = 233, E = 27, B = 25 , and M = 10 · 233 .
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Dostoevsky

We now introduce Dostoevsky to find and adapt to the best tuning
of Fluid LSM-tree subject to a constraint on space-amplification.
Dostoevsky models and optimizes throughput with respect to update cost W in Equation 12, zero-result point lookup cost R in
Equation 10, non-zero result point lookup cost V in Equation 8,
and range lookup cost Q in Equation 11. It monitors the proportion
of these operations in the workload and weights their costs using
coefficients w, r , v, and q, respectively. We multiply this weighted
6 The number of combinations is O (( N ) 3 ) . The reason is that the maximum value of
B·P
N
, and K and Z can both be tuned to anything between 1 and T − 1.
T is Tl im = B·P
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Figure 9: Fluidly shifting between Lazy
(B)Leveling, leveling, and tiering.

Transition 1: Lazy Leveling to Tiering. We observe in Part (A)
of Figure 9 that the curve for Lazy Leveling has an inflection point
beyond which decreasing the size ratio degrades update cost. The
reason is that update cost is O ( L+T
B ), and as we decrease T the
value of L grows and comes to dominate T . In this example, the
inflection point occurs when the size ratio T is set to 5. We generate
the curve labeled Transition 1 (Trans1) by fixing T to the inflection
point value and instead varying Z from 1 to T −1 (4 in this example).
The resulting curve dominates both Lazy Leveling and tiering for
this part of the design space until it converges with tiering. Thus,
Transition 1 enables optimal trade-offs between point lookup cost
and update cost as we transition between Lazy Leveling and tiering
to optimize more for point lookups or updates, respectively.
Transition 2: Lazy Leveling to Leveling. In order to achieve
more competitive range lookup costs with Lazy Leveling, we introduce Transition 2. The idea is to vary K, the bound on runs at Levels
1 to L − 1, between 1 and T − 1 to fluidly transition between Lazy
Leveling and leveling. In Figure 9 we generate the curve labeled
Trans2 by fixing K to 4 and varying T . Part (A) shows that this
enables navigating a trade-off curve similar to Lazy Leveling, and
parts (B) and (C) show that Trans2 achieves nearly the same range
lookup cost as with leveling. Thus, Transition 2 enables fine control
over how much we optimize for short range lookups.
Problem: Finding the Best Tuning. The space of optimal spacetime trade-offs is delineated by leveling, Lazy Leveling, and tiering,
and we can reach many other trade-offs in-between by co-tuning
the parameters K, Z and T . The goal is to co-tune these parameters
to strike the best trade-off for a particular application. The challenge
is finding the optimal configuration as there are many different
combinations for these parameters6 .

4.3

lazy leveling
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long range lookup cost (I/O)
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short range lookup cost (I/O)

zero-result point lookup cost (I/O)

tiering
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update cost (I/O)
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(C)

cost by the time to read a block from storage Ω and taking the
inverse to obtain the weighted worst-case throughput τ .
τ = Ω−1 · (w · W + r · R + v · V + q · Q ) −1

(14)

Dostoevsky maximizes Equation 14 by iterating over different
values of the parameters T , K, and Z . It prunes the search space using two insights. The first is that LSM-tree has at most Lmax levels,
each of which has a corresponding size ratio T , and so there are only
⌈log2 ( PN·B ) ⌉ meaningful values of T to test. The second insight is that
the lookup costs R, Q and V increase monotonically with respect
to K and Z , whereas update cost W decreases monotonically with
respect to them. As a result, Equation 14 is convex with respect to
both K and Z , and so we can divide and conquer their value spaces
and converge to the optimum with logarithmic runtime complexity.
N 3
Overall, auto-tuning takes O (loд2 ( B·P
) ) iterations as each parameter contributes one multiplicative log factor to runtime. To satisfy
a given constraint on space-amplification, we ignore tunings for
which Equation 13 is above the constraint. Since we iterate over a
closed-form model, execution takes a fraction of a second, making
it possible to find the optimal tuning at runtime without affecting
overall system performance. We invoke auto-tuning between time
windows consisting of X buffer flushes (16 in our implementation).
A more detailed description of the adaptation workflow and the
transition overheads is given in Appendix G.

5

EVALUATION

We evaluate Dostoevsky across a range of workloads and show
that it dominates existing designs in terms of performance and
space-amplification.
Experimental Infrastructure. We use a machine with a RAID of
500GB 7200RPM disks, 32GB DDR4 main memory, 4 2.7 GHz cores
with 8MB L3 caches, running 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 LTS on an ext4
partition with journaling turned off.
Implementation. We implemented Dostoevsky on RocksDB [28],
an LSM-tree based key-value store that is widely used in industry [8,
27]. RocksDB only supports leveling and assigns fixed FPR to Bloom
filters across all levels. We optimized the Bloom filters allocation by
embedding Equation 9 within the code. We then implemented Fluid
LSM-tree using a RocksDB API that enables listening to internal
events and scheduling merge operations using custom logic. We
implemented auto-tuning by measuring the proportion of different
operations in the workload during time windows and feeding them
to Equation 14. We control the main memory budget by enabling
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Figure 10: Dostoevsky dominates existing designs by being able to strike better space-time trade-offs.
direct IO, and as key-value stores in industry [28, 32] we set the
buffer size to 2 MB, the number of bits per entry across all Bloom
filters to 10, the density of fence pointers to one per 32KB block, and
the block cache size to be 10% of the dataset size in each experiment.
Metrics. To measure the latency of updates and lookups, we monitor the amount of time spent by the disk processing lookups and
merge operations, respectively, and we divide these measures by
the number of lookups and updates in each trial. We measure spaceamplification by dividing the raw data size by the volume of unique
entries inserted. Each point in the resulting figures represents an
average of three experimental trials.
Baselines. We compare Dostoevsky to RocksDB [28] and to Monkey [22], which represent the state-of-the-art designs in industry
and research, respectively. For RocksDB, we compare against the
default tuning (leveling with a size ratio of 10) and against our
own tuning of the size ratio to maximize throughput. We experimented with Monkey as a subset of Dostoevsky with only tiering
and leveling in its design space. To enable a finer study of the design
space, we also compare among five fixed merge policies: Leveling,
Tiering, and Lazy Leveling all with a size ratio of 10 and optimized
Bloom filters, as well as Transitions 1 and 2 from Section 4.2, which
represent combinations of these policies. Write-ahead-logging is
enabled across all systems. Since all of these baselines run on top of
the RocksDB infrastructure, any variations in performance or space
are purely due to differences in data structure design and tuning.
Experimental Setup. The default setup involves inserting 1TB
of data to an empty database. Every entry is 1KB (the key is 128
bytes and the attached value is 896 bytes, which is common in
practice [8]). We compare the designs under worst-case conditions
using by default a worst-case workload consisting of uniformly
randomly distributed operations, and we vary the proportion of
updates and lookups to test the extent to which we can optimize

throughput given the contention between their costs. This is in line
with the Yahoo Cloud Service Benchmark [21], which is commonly
used to evaluate key-value stores today [39, 45, 47, 48, 53]. For
generality, we also compare the designs across workload skews. To
ensure experimental control, we begin each trial from a fresh clone,
as we discuss in more detail in Appendix F.
Dostoevsky Dominates Existing Systems. In Figure 10 (A), we
compare Dostoevsky to RocksDB and Monkey as we increase the
proportion of zero-result point lookups to updates in the workload
from 0.5% to 95% (the x-axis is log scale and the y-axis is normalized to enable a clear comparison). Both versions of RocksDB
perform poorly because (1) they allocate memory uniformly across
the Bloom filters thereby incurring more I/Os due to false positives, and (2) they are restricted to using only leveling. Monkey
improves on them by optimizing the Bloom filters allocation and
also including tiering in its design space to be able to optimize more
for updates. Dostoevsky dominates these systems because Fluid
LSM-tree and Lazy Leveling enable better cost trade-offs for combined workloads. The numbers above the figure show the tunings
of Dostoevsky used for each workload. These tunings are all unique
to the Lazy Leveling and Fluid LSM-tree design spaces, except at the
edges where the workload consists of mostly one type of operation.
No Single Merge Policy Rules. In Figure 10 (B), we repeat the
same experiment while comparing the different merge policies. As
the proportion of lookups increases, the best fixed policy changes
from tiering to Transition 1, then to Lazy Leveling, then to Transition 2, and finally to leveling. A fixed merge policy is only best for
one particular proportion of updates and lookups. We normalize
the y-axis based on the throughput that Dostoevsky achieves for
each workload (using the same tunings at the top of Part (A)). Dostoevsky dominates all fixed policies by encompassing all of them
and fluidly transitioning among them.

Dostoevsky is More Scalable. In Figure 10 (C), we compare Lazy
Leveling to the other merge policies as we increase the data size.
Point lookup cost does not increase as the data size grows because
we scale the Bloom filters’ memory budget in proportion to the data
size. The first takeaway is that Lazy Leveling achieves the same
point lookup cost as leveling while significantly reducing update
cost by eliminating most merge operations. The second takeaway
is that update cost with Lazy Leveling scales at a slower rate than
with leveling as the data size increases because it merges greedily
only at the largest level even as the number of levels grows. As a
result, Dostoevsky offers increasingly better performance relative
to state-of-the-art designs as the data size grows.
Robust Update Improvement Across Skews. In Figure 10 (D),
we evaluate the different fixed merge policies under a skewed update pattern. We vary a skew coefficient whereby a fraction of c of
all updates target a fraction of 1 − c of the most recently updated
entries. The flat lines show that update cost is largely insensitive to
skew with all merge policies. The reason is that levels in LSM-tree
grow exponentially in size, and so even an update to the most recent
10% of the data traverses all levels rather than getting eliminated
prematurely while getting merged across smaller levels. Hence, the
improved update cost offered by Lazy Leveling and by Dostoevsky
by extension is robust across a wide range of temporal update skews.
We experiment with point lookup skews in Appendix H.
Robust Performance Across Memory Budgets. In Figure 10
(E), we vary the memory budget allocated to the Bloom filters and
we measure point lookup latency to existing entries. Even with
as little as one bit per entry, Lazy Leveling achieves comparable
latency to leveling, and so Dostoevsky achieves robust point lookup
performance across a wide range of memory budgets.
Lower Space-Amplification. In Figure 10 (F), we vary the proportion of updates of existing entries to insertions of new entries,
and we measure space-amplification. As the proportion of updates
increases, there are more obsolete entries at larger levels, and so
space-amplification increases. We observe that space-amplification
for Lazy Leveling and Leveling increase at the same rate, despite
eliminating most merge operations. As a result, Dostoevsky is able
to achieve a given bound on space-amplification while paying a
lower toll in terms of update cost due to merging.
Domination with Range Lookups. Figure 10 (G) compares range
lookup costs as selectivity increases. The first takeaway is that for
low selectivities, Transition 2 achieves a competitive short range
lookup cost with leveling while achieving comparable bounds on
point lookups and space-amplification (as showed in Figures 10
(C), (E) and (F), respectively). The second takeaway is that as selectivity increases Lazy Leveling becomes increasingly competitive.
We demonstrate how Dostoevsky uses these designs in Figure 10
(H), where we increase the proportion of short range lookups in
the workload while keeping a fixed ratio of five updates per point
lookup. The best fixed merge policy changes from Lazy Leveling
to Transition 2 to Leveling as the proportion of range lookups
increases. Dostoevsky transitions among these policies thereby
maximizing throughput and dominating existing systems.
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RELATED WORK

Key-Value Stores in Industry. Mainstream key-value stores in
industry [6, 19, 28, 31, 32, 34, 48, 52] have the same architecture as
Dostoevsky: they persist data using LSM-tree and speed up point
lookups using Bloom filters. However, they are tuned suboptimally
over a small subset of the design space. LevelDB [32] hard codes
the size ratio to 10 and the merge policy to leveling. RocksDB [28]
supports leveling but not tiering. bLSM [48] restricts the number
of levels to 3 by merging more aggressively as data grows. None of
these systems optimize memory allocation across the Bloom filters
to minimize point lookup cost. Overall, it is hard to tune these
systems even within their limited design spaces as the impact of
any existing tuning parameter on performance is unclear.
Key-Value Stores in Research. Key-value stores in research expand the trade-offs that are possible to achieve and navigate. Some
designs use fractional cascading [13, 35] rather than fence pointers thereby trading lookup cost for memory. B ϵ -tree and variants
[2, 15, 42] use buffered in-place updates among linked nodes instead of fence pointers thereby trading memory for space and range
lookup cost, as nodes are padded and non-contiguous. Other designs [4, 11, 24, 25] use circular logs in storage and index them
using a hash table in memory thereby trading space for update
cost. Recent work [36] optimizes the size ratio of leveled LSM-tree
for update skew. PebblesDB [45] merges more frequently across
frequently accessed parts of the key space. Monkey [22] allocates
main memory among the Bloom filters of LSM-tree to minimize
point lookup cost, and it transitions between leveling and tiering
to maximize throughput.
Dostoevsky. Our insight is that the recent Bloom filters optimization in Monkey [22] offers a new avenue for optimizing update cost
by relaxing merging at lower levels while keeping point lookup
cost fixed. We exploit this by introducing Lazy Leveling, which
offers better scalability trade-offs among point lookups, long range
lookups, updates, and space-amplification than we knew existed
before. We further introduce Fluid LSM-Tree and Dostoevsky to
generalize and be able to navigate the expanded design space.
Related Topics. In Appendix E, we discuss complementary techniques for reducing and scheduling merge operations. We also
discuss specialized and in-memory key-value stores.
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CONCLUSION

We show that merges in LSM-tree based key-value stores control
an intrinsic trade-off among the costs of updates, point lookups,
range lookups, and space-amplification, yet existing designs do
not strike optimal trade-offs among these metrics. The reason is
that merge operations do the same amount of maintenance work
across all levels, yet point lookups, long range lookups, and spaceamplification derive their cost mostly from the largest level. We
introduce Dostoevsky, a key-value store that offers richer spacetime trade-offs by merging as little as possible to achieve given
bounds on lookup cost and space, and we show how to find the
best trade-off for a particular application workload and hardware.
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A

OPTIMAL FALSE POSITIVE RATES

In this appendix, we derive the optimal false positive rates (FPRs)
for Fluid LSM-tree that minimize the zero-result point lookup cost.
This result can then be applied to any particular merge policy by
plugging in the appropriate parameters K and Z . First, we model
point lookup cost with respect to these parameters:
R = Z · pL + K ·

L−1
X

pi

(15)

i =1

Next, we use the method of Lagrange multipliers to find the FPRs
that minimize Equation 4 subject to Equation 15 as a constraint.
We first express these in the standard form:

Tiering

Leveling

Lazy Leveling

zero-res point

O (T · Y )

O (Y )

O (Y )

existing point

O (T · Y )

O (Y )

O (Y )

short range

O (T · L)

O (L)

O (T · L + T · (1 − T ))

long range

O ( sB·T )

s )
O( B

updates

L)
O( B

space-amp

O (T )

rearranging in terms of R, as follows.

s )
O( B

O ( TB·L ))

·T )
O ( L+Y
B

O ( T1 )

O ( T1 )

Table 2: I/O analysis below the memory requirement.
д(p L ...p1, R, K, Z ) = Z · p L + K ·

L−1
X

(pi ) − R

i =1
L
N
T − 1 X ln(pi )
y (p L ...p1, N , T ) = −
·
·
T
ln(2) 2
T L−i
i =1

(16)

C
(17)

Next, we differentiate the Lagrangian with respect to each of the
FPRs p1 ...p L , and we set every partial derivative to 0. We arrive at
the following system of equations.
N
= PL · Z
ln(2) 2 · λ
N
= P L−i · K · T i
ln(2) 2 · λ

(18)

Z · P L = P L−1 · T · K = P L−2 · T 2 · K = ...
We now express all of the optimal FPRs in terms of the optimal FPR
for the largest level P L .
PL · Z
P L−i = i
T ·K
Next, we express Equation R in terms of only T and P L by plugging
these FPRs into Equation 4. We observe that R is now expressed in
terms of a geometric series. We simplify it using the formula for
the sum of a geometric series up to L elements.

R = Z · pL ·

Z · pL Z · pL
+
+ ...
T1
T2
1
−1
TL
1
T

(19)

−1

As L grows, this converges to the following.
T
R = Z · pL ·
T −1
As a result, the optimal false positive rates are as follow.

(20)

R T −1

for i = L

Z · T ,
pi = 
(21)

 R · T −1 · 1 ,
for 1 ≤ i < L
K T
T L−i
To get the optimal FPR assignment for Lazy Leveling as in Equation 5, we plug 1 for Z and T − 1 for K in Equation 21.

B

ln(2) 2

·

MEMORY REQUIREMENT

We now generalize Fluid LSM-tree for any memory budget. We first
identify the ratio of bits per element X at which the FPR at Level L
converges to one. We plug in one for p L in Equation 21, plug the
corresponding value of R into Equation 10, and rearrange in terms
of M
N . The result is as follows.
X =

We equate these equations to eliminate the constants.

R = Z · pL +

N

(22)

We express the Lagrangian L in terms of these functions:
L = y (p L ...p1, N , T ) + λ · д(p L ...p1, R, K, Z )

!
L−1
T −1 *  R T −1 X 1
R T −1
1
+/
· .ln
·
+
ln
·
·
i
L−i
T
Z
T
K
T
T
i =1 T
,
1
1
! 1
1
2
3
N
T −1 *  R T −1
(T − 1) · R T + T 2 + T 3 +. . .  1  1 + 2 + 3 . . . ++
*
T
T
T
//
=−
·
· .ln
·
+ ln .
·
T
Z
T
T ·K
T
ln(2) 2
,
,
-T
! T
1
*. 1
T −1
(T − 1) · R (T −1)  1  (T −1)  1  (T −1) 2 +/
N
·
· ln .
·
·
·
=−
/
T
Z
T
K
T
ln(2) 2
,
T
1
T −1
*. Z T · K T
T T −1 +/
N
=
·
· ln .
R
T −1 /
ln(2) 2
,
T
T −1
1 T T −1
−M
·ln(2) 2
N
T
T
R=e
·Z
·K
·
T −1

M =−

CLOSED-FORM POINT LOOKUP COST

We now model zero-result point lookup cost in closed form by
plugging the optimal FPRs in Equation 21 into Equation 4, simplify
into closed-form by applying logarithmic operations and sums
of series (i.e., geometric and arithmetico-geometric), and finally

1
ln(T ) ln(K ) − ln(Z )
·
+
T −1
T
ln(2) 2

!
(23)

If the memory ratio M/N is lower than the threshold X , we
denote Y as the number of levels from the largest down whose FPRs
have converged to one. We solve for Y by discounting the number
Y
of entries at the largest Y levels: X = ⌊ M
N · T ⌋. Rearranging in
terms of Y gives Equation 24.
Y = ⌊logT

N ·X 
⌋
M

(24)

When Y is one or greater, Fluid LSM-tree applies a bound of Z
runs on the number of runs at the largest Y levels. The optimal FPR
assignment now only applies to a smaller version of the problem at
the smaller L − Y levels, according to Equation 25.

1,
for i > L − Y






R−Y
·Z
T
−1
pi = 
(25)
· T ,
for i = L − Y
Z





 R−Y ·Z · T −1 · 1 ,
for 1 ≤ i < L − Y
T
 K
T L−Y −i
We adjust the cost models as follows. Zero-result point lookups
now issue I/Os to the largest Y levels, and so we get Equation 26.
T

M ·ln(2) 2 ·T Y

R = e− N

·Z

T −1
T

1

·KT ·

T T −1
+Y ·Z
T −1

(26)

Point lookups to existing entires now also access every run at the
largest Y levels, and so the I/O cost is the same as for zero-result
point lookups in Equation 26.
Range lookups issue Z I/Os to each of the largest Y levels, and
so we get Equation 27.
Q = K · (L − Y ) + Z · Y +


s
1
· Z+
µ ·B
T

(27)

Updates now merge each entry in the largest Y levels TZ times per
level, and so we get Equation 28.
W =

T − 1

ϕ
T −1
·
· (L − Y ) +
·Y
µ ·B
K +1
Z +1

(28)

We summarize these results in Table 2. Overall, Lazy Leveling
improves the complexity of update cost compared to leveling for
all memory budgets while providing the same bounds on point
lookups, space-amplification, and long range lookups, and providing a competitive bound on short range lookups.
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Figure 11: Dostoevsky dominates existing designs across workload transitions and lookup skews.

D

RECURSIVE VS. PREEMPTIVE MERGING

A merge operation recurses to Level i if Levels 0 to i − 1 are all
at capacity. To avoid recursively copying data from smaller levels
multiple times before they get merged into Level i, it is possible to
preemptively merge all the runs that would eventually participate
in a recursive merge by detecting from the onset that Levels 0 to i −1
are all at capacity. Recursive and preemptive merging are each best
suited for different workloads. In particular, with high temporal
skew for updates, many entries in smaller runs may get eliminated
and so the merge may not trickle down to level i even if all smaller
levels are full. In this case, it is desirable not to preemptively include
Level i in the merge. On the other hand, for workloads with no
temporal skew where every entry gets merged across all levels,
preemptive merging is in fact the best strategy as it means the same
entries do not get merged recursively multiple times but only once.
In this work, our concern is managing space-time trade-offs in the
worst-case, and so we use preemptive merging as it is the optimal
strategy for the worst-case.

E

RELATED TOPICS

Specialized Key-Value Stores. LSM-tree based Key-value stores
have been proposed for specialized domains such as LogKB [18]
for log processing, GeckoFTL[23] for Flash Translation Layers, and
SlimDB [47] for semi-sorted data. Our work is general-purpose, we
expect that our techniques would be able to push performance and
space trade-offs for these specialized applications as well.
Main Memory Key-Value Stores. Key-value stores such as Redis [46] and Memcached [30] store data in main memory. This work
focuses on key-value stores for secondary storage, and so it is orthogonal to memory based key-value stores. However, as there is a
memory hierarchy for main memory systems including a hierarchy
of caches, we expect that such a similar study would also benefit
memory based systems.
Reducing Merge Costs. Recent designs reduce merge overheads
by merging parts of runs with the least amount of key range overlap
in the next level [12, 49, 51], or by opportunistically merging parts
of runs that had recently been read and are therefore already cached
in memory [43]. RocksDB [28] uses both techniques, and so our
implementation on top of it takes advantage of them. Walnut [20]
and WiscKey [39] store large values in a separate log to avoid
merging them repeatedly at the cost of an extra level of indirection
for lookups. This technique is compatible with Dostoevsky but it

requires a slight modification to the cost model to only account for
merging keys and for accessing the log during lookups.
Scheduling Merge Operations. To provide stable performance,
all LSM-tree based key-value stores in the literature and industry
de-amortize large merge operations by scheduling them evenly
across time. Some designs schedule fractions of merge operations
incrementally with respect to application updates [13, 35, 48], while
other designs hide the cost of merge operations by performing them
on dedicated servers [3]. LSM-trie [53] merges based on hashes of
keys to restrict overlap. Most mainstream designs partition runs
into SSTables and merge one SSTable at a time whenever a level
reaches capacity [6, 19, 28, 31, 32, 34, 48, 52]. Our implementation
on top of RocksDB takes advantage of this technique.
Unbounded Largest Level. Log-structured designs in the literature have have been proposed with fixed capacities for smaller
levels and an unbounded capacity for the largest level, e.g., SILT
[37] and MASM [9, 10]. Such designs can be thought of as consisting of a small log and a larger sorted array. When the log reaches a
fixed size threshold of X entries, it gets merged into the sorted array.
In such designs, update cost is proportional to O (N /X ), meaning it
increases linearly with respect to the data size N . In contrast, Dostoevsky enforces fixed size ratio T among levels. Since the number of
levels grows at a logarithmic rate with respect to N , and since every
entry gets merged a constant number of times per level, update
cost logarithmic in the data size: O (logT (N )). In this work, we restrict the scope of analysis to the latter class of designs due to their
their logarithmic scalability property for updates, which is vital and
thereby used in all key-value stores in industry [7, 19, 28, 34, 48, 52].

F

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL

Any experimentation on LSM-trees is subject to the problem that the
cost of updates is not paid upfront but through subsequent merge
operations. Therefore, running different experimental trials on the
same dataset causes different trials to interfere with each other as
performance for a given trial is influenced by updates issued by all
the trials that preceded it. We addressed this problem differently
for the fixed designs (i.e., the curves labeled Leveling, Tiering, Lazy
Leveling, Transition 1, Transition 2, and Default RocksDB) and for
the adaptive designs (i.e., the curved labeled Dostoevsky, Monkey,
and Well-Tuned RocksDB) across the experiments in Figures 10
and 11. For the fixed designs, we created a baseline version from
which we created a new clone for each trial. For the adaptive designs,
we used cost models to find in advance the best tuning for the given
workload, constructed an LSM-tree with this tuning, and then ran

the experiment on it. Starting from a brand new LSM-tree for each
trial eliminated interference among the trials thereby ensuring
experimental control. Another positive feature of this approach
is that it enforced experimental control by isolating the study of
different designs from the study of how to transition among them
(which is an issue we now explain separately in Appendix G).

G

DYNAMIC RUNTIME ADAPTATION

Adaptation in Dostoevsky consists of three phases: Measurement,
Computation, and Transition. In Section 4.3, we focused on the
Computation Phase. We now fill in the details and evaluate the
whole adaptation workflow.
Measurement Phase. The Measurement Phase in Dostoevsky is
responsible for workload detection through time windows. The
length of a window is a multiple of X buffer flushes during which
we count the number of different operations in the workload and
the average selectivities of range lookups. X is a parameter that
controls a trade-off between the speed vs. the accuracy of finding
the best tuning. In our implementation we set X to 16 by default,
though it is possible to alleviate the trade-off between speed vs.
accuracy through known smoothing techniques across the time
windows [2, 40]. This phase involves no I/O, and so it does not
contribute significantly to overall system overheads.
Computation Phase. At the end of the Measurement Phase, we
run the Computation Phase to find the optimal tuning of Fluid
LSM-tree given the workload statistics. We describe the algorithm
and its runtime characteristics in Section 4.3. In practice, runtime
takes up a fraction of a second and involves no I/O, and so this
phase does not contribute significantly to system overheads.
Transition Phase. The Transition Phase physically adapts Fluid
LSM-tree to the new target tuning found by the Computation Phase.
Our transition strategy reconciles for the fact that the I/O cost
of lookups is paid immediately whereas the I/O cost of updates
is paid later through merge operations. It does this by adapting
lazily or greedily depending on whether the new target tuning is
more update-optimized or lookup-optimized relative to the current
tuning, respectively. If the target tuning is more update-optimized,
we adapt lazily by relaxing the merge policy so that the amortized
cost of updates through subsequent merge operations is reduced. On
the other hand, if the new target tuning is more lookup-optimized,
we trigger merge operations greedily so that subsequent lookups
become cheaper as quickly as possible.
Figure 11 (A) and (B) compare transition costs between Dostoevsky and Monkey across designs that are optimized for different
workloads. The values on top of Figure 11 (A) for the parameters T ,
K, and Z reflect the optimal tunings used by Dostoevsky earlier for
the experiment in Figure 10 (A) in Section 5, where we evaluated
these designs independently of transition overheads. We now factor
in transition overheads to show their impact on throughput. On
the y-axis in Figure 10 (A), we measure the pure transition cost
of Dostoevsky between adjacent designs in terms of the fraction
of the overall data that was rewritten while transitioning. Despite
some peaks, Dostoevsky merges 28% less than Monkey across all
transitions (i.e., measured by the sizes of the areas underneath the
curves). The reason is that Dostoevsky adapts across designs that
are more similar to each other (i.e., Transition 2, Lazy Leveling,

and Transition 1), whereas Monkey transitions across designs that
are comparatively more different. In other words, the Dostoevsky
design space is more dense and so optimal designs for similar workloads are structurally closer to each other and require less of a
transition overhead. In Figure 10 (B), we show how transition overheads impact throughput. For each of these trials, we started with
the structure represented by the previous point, transitioned to the
new tuning, and continued to run the workload for a combined N
update/lookup operations. We measure overall throughput including the time taken for transitions. Dostoevsky largely outperforms
Monkey across the board because it offers more highly optimized
designs for individual workloads as well as lower transition overheads across these designs. In fact, had we continued to run the
workload for longer in each of these trials, the curves will have
eventually converged to the ones in Figure 10 (A) as the transition
costs become increasingly amortized during a stable workload.
Greedy transitioning for optimizing lookups is a single point in
the space of possible policies. Future work directions include piggybacking transitions on regular merge operations to amortize transition costs, and scheduling transitions more cautiously to ensure
that workload periodicity and volatility do not turn transitions into
pure overhead. This topic deserves a much larger study, whereas
the current adaptive policies are a starting point to demonstrate
that the design space is worth navigating.

H

ROBUST POINT LOOKUP PERFORMANCE
ACROSS SKEWS

In Figure 11 (C), we verify that our experimental results generalize
across a wide range of lookup skews. In the experiment, a fraction
of c of the lookups target the least recently inserted fraction of 1 −c
of the entries. The horizontal lines show that point lookup cost is
insensitive to skew across all designs. The intuition is that most
of the data is at the largest level and so most lookups that target
recently inserted entries still reach the largest level most of the
time. As a result, the models that Dostoevsky uses to transition
across designs are robust across workload skews.

I

MODEL VALIDATION

In Figure 11 (D), we validate our I/O cost models against the experimental results. We created this figure by comparing the number of
I/Os per operation that we observe in practice vs. the number of
I/Os predicted by our cost models in Section 4.2. Every point along
the line labeled Experimental Result is the average taken from thousands of updates and lookups. As shown, the experimental results
have a slightly higher update cost than predicted by our model.
The reason is that our model does not take account of I/Os issued
by writing to RocksDB’s log. Moreover, the experimental results
have a slightly lower zero-result point lookup cost. The reason
is that runs in RocksDB are partitioned and merged as units of
SSTables. When an SSTable is merged into the next level, it leaves
a hole in the key-space at its origin level [51]. RocksDB is aware of
such holes by maintaining the first and last key of every SSTable
in main memory, and so it eliminates the chance of a false positive
by avoiding access to the level altogether if the target key targets a
key range for which there is a hole. Despite these sources of error,
our model provides a good fit for the experimental results.

